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Is Dr. House Virtuous?: Using House to 
Teach the Moral and Intellectual Virtues 

Over the past few decades, teachers of philosophy have increasingly turned to 
popular narrative film to help illustrate philosophical ideas.̂  Films such as Blade Run
ner, The Matrix, Fight Club, and Memento provide vivid and dramatic illustrations of 
abstract theories and thus enable students to engage more easily with philosophical 
texts and views. Popular television has received less attention even though it can be as 
instructive as film and in some cases even more so. Serialized dramas, for example, 
develop characters over time, depicting them in multiple situations and domains that 
allow patterns of behavior to emerge." In contrast, characters in film are often starkly 
drawn. Although we learn a great deal about them, we get Kmited access to their 
habitual patterns of thought, action, and desire. Due to repeated exposure to charac
ters in a wide variety of circumstances, viewers of television have opportunities to 
identify characters' habits, traits, and dispositions. Thus when it comes to teaching 
students about virtue theory and character, television may be more suitable than film. 

Over and above teaching students ^fo///philosophical theories, television has the 
potential to aid students in the development of philosophical skills and virme since it 
provides accessible and engaging resources with which to practice philosophical theo
rizing. A lively debate has emerged in recent years over whether and how film can 
philosophize. ^ Philosophers have considered how film can illustrate philosophical 
ideas or ways in which it resembles or differs from traditional philosophical prose. 
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concentrating in particular on film's ability to raise questions, criticize previous theories, 
and perform thought experiments. Minimal attention has been paid to the question of 
whether and how film and television can train students to do philosophy. Although 
we will not explore this question in depth in an explicit argument, we will begin to 
address it and thus to reveal a philosophically important dimension of television that 
has yet to be fully appreciated. 

In this paper, we argue that Fox's award winning medical drama House, M.D. is 
pedagogically useful in significant ways. Inspired by the famous fictional detective 
Sherlock Holmes, Dr. Gregory House (head of diagnostic medicine at Princeton 
Plainsboro hospital), is perfecdy suited to teach students about Aristode's account of 
moral and intellectual virtues, as well as his "Unity of the Virtues" Thesis. First, Dr. 
House is ideally suited for teaching students about the moral virtues not because he 
possesses them, but (in many cases) because he so clearly lacks them. House is neither 
benevolent, nor just, nor honest, nor temperate. Unlike many protagonists on televi
sion. House is not depicted as morally better than we (the viewers) are. Though decid
edly uninterested in identifying and overcoming his moral flaws, he is not a thorough
going villain: he sometimes does what the morally virtuous person would do. This 
makes him an excellent vehicle for teaching our students about the moral virtues: by 
diagnosing what Flouse lacks, they can discern what moral virtue requires. Further
more, Dr. House is arguably one of the best television protagonists for teaching 
students about the intellectual virtues because whether or not he succeeds in possessing 
them, he clearly comes close—perhaps closer than any other contemporary television 
protagonist. He cares about truth, and often attains true beHefs by doing what the 
open-minded, intellectually courageous, and intellectually careful person would do. It 
is rare, and refreshing, for a television series to focus on intellectual actions (e.g., con
sidering alternative hypotheses) and motivations (e.g., caring about truth)—the key 
features of intellectual virtue—as House does. Analysis of Dr. House's character traits 
naturally leads to a debate over Aristode's "Unity of the Virtues" Thesis, which is 
often difficult to motivate in the classroom."^ One might argue that since Dr. House is 
intellectually but not morally virtuous, the Unity Thesis is false (as we do in Section 
II.B); alternatively, one might argue that since the Unity Thesis is true and House lacks 
moral virtue, he lacks intellectual virtue (see Section II.A). 

Accordingly, in Section I, we discuss how we teach students about the primary 
features of the moral virtues by highlighting what Dr. House is missing. In section II, 
we contend that students can learn about competing accounts of the intellectual vir
tues and about the "Unity of the Virtues" Thesis by debating whether Dr. House is 
intellectually virtuous. We then demonstrate how such a debate might proceed. Though 
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both sides of the argument are intentionally designed to motivate classroom debate 
about the intellectual virtues, their function is not purely pedagogical—^we ourselves 
disagree on this very point. But we agree that it is not enough for philosophy students 
to learn about arguments, they must participate by arguing. The final section addresses 
the cultivation of the virtues and skills we have discussed.^ 

I. What Can Students Learn about the Moral Virtues from Dr. House? 

Aristotle, and many contemporary virtue ethicists, argue that the moral virtues 
are dispositions of appropriate action, emotion, choice, perception, and motivation.^ 
In Aristode's words, moral virtue is "a state of character concerned with choice, lying 
in a mean, i.e. the mean relative to us, this being determined by...that principle by 
which the man of practical wisdom would determine it."^ We agree. To illustrate, 
benevolence is a disposition to care about and help the appropriate people, at the 
appropriate times, in the appropriate ways, and for the appropriate reasons. There are 
five key necessary conditions that define the moral virtues. First, they are habits of 
appropriate action. To be benevolent, just, honest, or temperate, one must be dis
posed do what the benevolent, just, honest, or temperate person would do. This 
means that the benevolent person mllhdp others when it is appropriate to do so; she 
will not forego opportunities to appropriately help others. But it does not mean that 
she will help everyone in every circumstance. Virtuous people do not always act the 
same way, no matter what the context. Second, simply doing what the virtuous person 
would do is not enough for virtue possession. One's motives for performing such 
acts must also be virtuous. So, to be benevolent, one must also be disposed to care 
about the welfare of others for their own sakes, and not for some ulterior end. Third, 
each virtue Ues in a mean between two extremes: a vice of excess, and a vice of 
deficiency. Benevolence Hes in a mean between cruelty and servility. The cruel person 
does not care enough about others, and fails to help when she should. The servile 
person cares too much, and helps everyone, even people who take advantage of her. 
Fourth, there are facts of the matter about which actions are virtuous in given con
texts. The practically wise person—the ideally virtuous agent—correctly judges which 
acts are virtuous in any given context and acts accordingly. Finally, the moral virtues are 
acquired traits of character, neither natural faculties nor skills.^ 

By analyzing what Dr. House's actions and motives are missing, students can home 
in on the first two conditions of virtue possession."^ House is not disposed to do what 
the morally virtuous person would do, nor is he disposed to have morally virtuous 
motives. 
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First, House regularly fails to do what the benevolent, just, honest, or temperate 
person would do. In nearly every episode, House is inappropriately cruel to patients 
and their famiKes, and to his colleagues. For instance, in "Finding Judas" (Season 3), 
the court assigns Dr. Lisa Cuddy (the Dean of Medicine and hospital administrator) 
temporary guardianship of House's patient, a young girl. When one of their treat
ments almost kills the girl. House insults Cuddy: "Good thing you failed to become a 
mom, because you suck at it." In her ensuing conversation with Wilson (House's 
friend and the hospital's oncologist). Cuddy claims that this is the first time she has seen 
House "be mean just because he could be." Wilson is surprised to hear Cuddy say 
this. House is so consistentiy cruel, that viewers do not expect him to act otherwise and 
are shocked on the rare occasions when he does. House also repeatedly violates his 
patients' and colleagues' rights to privacy. He reads his colleagues' private medical files 
without their consent, and in "Paternity" (Season 1), runs D N A tests on the coffee 
cups of his patient's parents without their consent (in order to win a bet that they are 
not his patient's genetic parents.) House also deceives others. He lies to his colleagues, 
claiming that he is no longer taking Vicodin (when in fact he is an addict); and in "The 
Socratic Method" (Season 1), intentionally tricks a surgeon into operating on his pa
tient. In addition. House steals and forges prescriptions to get Vicodin, and is accused 
by Wilson and Cuddy of taking Vicodin to get high, not to control the pain in his leg 
("Detox" Season 1). 

Second, House's motives regularly fail to be morally virtuous, since he does not 
seem to care about his patients as people. For instance. House rarely visits patients 
himself When the parents of Brandon, the patient in the Season 1 episode "Occam's 
Razor," finally meet Dr. House, they ask him: "How can you treat someone without 
meeting them?" House replies: "It's easy if you don't give a crap about it."^° In the 
Pilot episode, the patient [Rebecca] asks Wilson (who is visiting her in House's stead): 
"Is [Dr. House] a good man?" Wilson replies: "He's a good doctor." Rebecca: "Can 
you be one without the other? Don't you have to care about people?" Wilson: "Car
ing is a good motivator. He's found something else." In a similar vein, in "Human 
Error" (Season 3), Cuddy asks House whether he perseveres in trying to diagnose a 
patient whose heart has stopped because he cares about the patient. House responds: 
"I don't care. My motives are pure." House is decidedly not motivated to care about 
his patients for their own sakes. House's motives are sometimes blatantiy self-serving, 
but are more often in the service of truth—he performs unjust and cruel acts in order 
to solve his cases. But, though caring about truth is an intellectually virtuous motive (see 
section II), it does not thereby justify unjust and cruel acts. 
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It should be noted that since virtues and vices are contraries, one can fall short of 
virtue without being vicious. The person with Aristotelian virtue does not have com
peting motivations; she does not struggle to perform virtuous acts. Instead, she ha
bitually does the right thing, and takes pleasure in doing so. Like the virtuous person, 
the enkratic (continent) person succeeds in performing virtuous acts. But unlike the 
virtuous person, she must struggle against competing motivations to do so. The akratic 
(weak-willed) person also has competing motivations; but unlike the enkratic person, 
she succumbs to those motivations and fails to perform virtuous acts. Arguably, the 
fully vicious person is disposed to do evil actions and have vicious motivations, with
out competing virtuous motivations. Students can apply these distinctions to Dr. House. 
Clearly, House is neither morally virtuous, nor enkratic, nor akratic. But neither is he 
fully vicious. He occasionally has morally virtuous motivations which result in his do
ing what the morally virtuous person would do. 

One might object that House is morally virtuous because he is ultimately moti
vated to save his patients and (usually) succeeds in doing so.̂ ^ In reply, we agree that 
House is successful in saving his patients, that he sometimes does what the benevolent 
person would do, and that he occasionally has morally virtuous motives. But this is stiU 
insufficient for virtue: House is not disposed to perform virtuous acts or to have virtu
ous motives. House is not ultimately motivated by his desire to save his patients, but 
only by a compulsion to solve the puzzle. If he were ultimately motivated to save his 
patients, he would be more enthusiastic about working in the clinic. In fact, he is bored 
by the cUnic because the puzzles aren't challenging enough. 

II: What Students Can Learn about the Intellectual Virtues from Dr. House 

Dr. House is, arguably, an ideal television protagonist for teaching students about 
the intellectual virtues because whether or not he ultimately possesses them, he clearly 
comes close. By debating whether or not House has the intellectual virtues, students 
can learn about competing accounts of the intellectual virtues in contemporary episte-
mology and about Aristotle's version of the Unity of the Virtues Thesis. 

House is indisputably a skilled diagnostician. A skill is an ability to reliably attain 
a particular end. House's diagnostic skills reUably lead to true beliefs about the illnesses 
of his patients.̂ " They include the skills of induction (especially inference to the best 
explanation), deduction, and fine-grained perception.Are House's diagnostic skills 
intellectual virtues? Some contemporary virtue epistemologists, who are referred to as 
"virtue-reKabiHsts", would argue that they are.̂ '* Virtue-reliabilists like Ernest Sosa and 
John Greco conceive of the virtues as excellences—as qualities that enable one to 
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function well.̂ ^ They argue that since our primary intellectual function is attaining true 
beliefs, the intellectual virtues are qualities which enable us to do just that; i.e., the 
virtues are virtuous because they are reliable truth-producers. Sosa and Greco even 
identify the faculties and skills of induction, deduction, and sense perception as para
digmatic intellectual virtues. Students who find virtue-reliabilism compelling—^who 
think that the virtues are valuable because they lead us to true beliefs—are likely to 
conclude that House is intellectually virtuous. 

Unlike virtue-reKabiKsts, we conceive of the intellectual virtues as character traits 
(e.g., open-mindedness, care in gathering evidence, and intellectual courage) that are 
structurally analogous to the Aristotelian moral virtues.̂ ^ Like Linda Zagzebski and 
James Montmarquet, we are "virtue-responsibilists"^^, who beKeve that reKability is 
not sufficient (or, in Montmarquet's case, not even necessary) for intellectual virtue. 
At minimum, intellectually virtuous actions and motives are also required. On our 
view, the primary intellectually virtuous motive is caring about truth for its own sake, 
rather than for some ulterior end like money or fame. Consequentiy, skills like induc
tion, deduction, and fine-grained perception are not themselves intellecnaal virtues, 
since one can possess those skills but be ultimately motivated by something other than 
concern for the truth. Students who find virtue-responsibilism compelling—^who think 
that the virtues are valuable partly because virtuous motivations are valuable—are 
likely to think that House's diagnostic skills are not intellectual virtues.̂ ^ 

According to our version of virtue-responsibilism, the intellectual virtues, like the 
moral virtues, are acquired dispositions of appropriate action (e.g., considering alter
natives, defending one's beliefs, seeking further evidence), emotion (curiosity, wonder), 
choice, perception, and motivation. Analogously, there are five key necessary condi
tions of the intellectual virtues. First, they are habits of appropriate intellectual action. 
The open-minded person is disposed to consider alternative ideas appropriately; the 
person who is careful about gathering evidence is disposed to gather the appropriate 
amount and kind of evidence; and the intellectually courageous person is disposed to 
defend her beliefs appropriately. Second, the intellectually virtuous person is consis
tentiy motivated to attain true beliefs for their own sake. She cares about the truth 
appropriately, neither too littie, nor too much. For instance, the open-minded person 
cares about considering alternative ideas because she cares about the truth, the intellec
tually courageous person cares about defending her beUefs against opposition because 
she cares about the truth, etc. Third, the intellectual virtues lie in a mean. Open-
mindedness lies in a mean between the vices of dogmatism (deficiency) and naivete 
(excess). Dogmatic people ignore alternative ideas that they ought to consider; while 
naive people consider ideas they should ignore. Care in gathering evidence lies in a 
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mean between carelessness and overzealousness. The careless person ends her search 
for evidence prematurely, jumping to a conclusion, whereas the overzealous person is 
addicted to searching for evidence, collecting too much. Intellectual courage Hes in a 
mean between intellectual cowardice and rashness. The coward recants beliefs that she 
should defend, whereas the rash person defends beliefs that she should recant. Fourth, 
there are facts of the matter about which acts are intellectually virtuous. In each case, 
the practically wise person makes correct judgments about how to hit the mean. 
Finally, these virtues are character traits, not faculties or skills. 

Even students who agree with our account of the intellectual virtues can disagree 
about whether Dr. House is intellectually virtuous. In the remainder of this section, we 
demonstrate how, by arguing both sides of the issue. 

Thesis: Dr. House is Not Intellectually Virtuous 

House certainly appears to be intellectually virtuous. He appears to have intellec
tually virtuous motivations—he cares about finding the truth (solving the puzzle) for 
its own sake; he does not care about truth primarily as a means to some other end Uke 
wealth, fame, or even the health of his patients. He also appears to regularly perform 
intellectually virtuous actions—he considers alternative hypotheses, defends his diag
noses against objections, and gathers evidence from tests, medical journals, and pa
tients' homes. Yet, it can be argued that some of these appearances are deceptive: 
House does not have any of the intellectual virtues, or for that matter any of the moral 
virtues, because he clearly lacks some of these virtues, and (UV)—the 'extended' Unity 
of the Virtues Thesis— îs true. (UV) states that: (1) if one lacks any single virtue (moral 
or intellectual), then one simultaneously lacks all of the virtues (moral and intellectual); 
and (2) if one possesses any one virtue, then one possesses them aU. In short, one 
either has all of the virtues, or none of them; one cannot have some virtues but not 
others. Since House does not have them all, he has none. 

Many readers and students will find (UV) counterintuitive, believing instead 
that people can be, say, open-minded but not just, benevolent but not temperate, and 
careful about evidence but not intellectually courageous. But one can argue that the 
aforementioned conditions of the virtues entail that (UV) is true. In the Nicomachean 
Ethics, Aristotle argues for his 'unextended' version of the Unity of the Virtues Thesis 
by contending that one cannot be morally virtuous without practical wisdom, or 
practically wise without moral virtue."^ The only difference between our version and 
Aristotle's is that we extend the Unity Thesis to include the intellectual virtues. Accord
ingly, one might argue for our version—(UV)—by contending that: one cannot be (a) 
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morally or intellectually virtuous without practical wisdom, or (b) practically wise 
without moral or intellectual virtue. Here, we focus on arguing for (a). 

Let's start with a (rough) definition of practical wisdom. According to Aristode, 
the practically wise person deliberates well "about what sorts of thing conduce to the 
good life in general.''̂ " The practically wise person has a correct conception of the 
good life. She has a correct view about what it is to live well; about which pursuits are 
worthwhile and how those pursuits fit together into an integrated whole. The practi
cally wise person also knows how to put her view of the good life into practice; she 
knows how to attain the good in the situations she confronts in daily life. Practical 
wisdom is "a true and reasoned state of capacity to act with regard to the things that 
are good or bad for man."^^ In short, the practically wise person knows how to hit 
the mean with res pect to her actions. 

The moral and intellectual virtues require practical wisdom because they require 
actions that hit the mean. Hitting the mean is the third key condition of the virtues. 
There is no easy formula for virtuous action. If there were, virtue would be much 
easier to attain! The courageous person does not always stand and fight, she some
times runs away (discretion is sometimes the better part of valor). The open-minded 
person does not always consider alternative ideas, she sometimes ignores them. It is 
the practically wise person who reads the context correcdy and knows which action is 
appropriate—^which action will attain the good in that particular context. She knows 
what the courageous person would do in any given situation, what the open-minded 
person would do in any given situation, and so on. In short, she knows a whole lot, 
including when to run and when to stand, and when to consider alternatives and when 
to ignore them. Without practical wisdom, one will not know which actions attain the 
good, one will not hit the mean, and thus one wiU not be virtuous. Not surprisingly, 
practical wisdom is very difficult to acquire. 

Moreover, Kfe is messy. A single situation can raise issues relevant to more than 
one virtue. To illustrate, in "Damned If You Do," Dr. Cameron, a member of House's 
team, diagnoses the patient as having an allergic reaction. One of Cameron's col
leagues thinks that she is wrong—that instead the patient has an auto-immune disease. 
Should Cameron consider this alternative diagnosis, or should she defend her own 
belief? That depends on the context: which colleague posed the diagnosis and his 
specialty, whether Cameron knows more than he does, whether she already used 
reasonable evidence to eliminate his diagnosis, etc. To hit the mean with respect to 
open-mindedness, one must avoid naivete (excess): avoid considering alternatives that 
are unUkely to be true. But sometimes avoiding naivete requires defending your own 
beliefs—being appropriately sensitive to the concerns of intellectual courage. There is 
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nothing special about open-mindedness and intellectual courage in this regard. Life is 
complicated, and issues overlap. We can expect the concerns of each intellectual virtue 
to intersect with the concerns of every other intellectual virtue. Likewise, we can ex
pect the concerns of each moral virtue to intersect with the concerns of every other 
moral virtue. Views that ignore these realities lead us astray. 

Such examples demonstrate the need for practical wisdom, which enables one to 
recognize all of the intellectually and morally relevant features in a context, weigh 
them, and make a judgment about which act will attain the good in that context. 
Unlike any other virtue, practical wisdom allows us to see how the concerns of one 
virtue fit in with and are responsive to the concerns of all the others. Such examples 
also demonstrate that the virtues themselves must intersect with one another because 
each requires hitting the mean. If Cameron is not appropriately responsive to con
cerns about defending her beliefs, she will not only fail to be intellectually courageous, 
but fail to be open-minded. At the end of "Damned If You Do", House berates 
Cameron for failing to defend her diagnosis. If House is correct—^if Cameron has 
done what the intellectual coward would do—then she has been simultaneously naive. 
Insofar as Cameron fails to hit the mean with respect to intellectual courage, she also 
fails to hit the mean with respect to open-mindedness. 

Life is so messy that our moral and intellectual lives also intersect. To illustrate, the 
concerns of justice and benevolence intersect with the concerns of caring about evi
dence and open-mindedness. Suppose that Dr. S and his team want to chart the pro
gression of a specific disease D. They conduct a forty-year study of patients infected 
with D, without obtaining their informed consent. Throughout the study. Dr. S and his 
team gather evidence about D, and consider alternative hypotheses about its progres
sion—they want to acquire truths about D. When the study begins, D has no known 
cure. Later, when a cure is discovered, and made readily available. Dr. S and his team 
neither inform their subjects of the cure nor administer it to them. They continue their 
study without disclosing the cure for another twenty-five years. These doctors de
ceived their subjects under the banner of seeking truth. This does not morally excuse 
their actions; the practically wise person would not do what they did. But this example 
does demonstrate that the moral virtues of benevolence and justice intersect with the 
intellectual virtues of open-mindedness and care in gathering evidence. These doctors 
cared too much about gathering evidence and testing alternative hypotheses, and not 
nearly enough about the welfare and rights of other people. Accordingly, they not 
only lacked the moral virtues, but lacked the intellectual virtues—they were not hitting 
the mean with respect to caring about evidence and alternatives either. 
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If each virtue intersects with all of the others, then we have reason to beKeve that 
(UV) is true.̂ "̂  Failing to hit the mean with respect to one virme will entail faiUng to hit 
the mean with respect to other virtues. Likewise, hitting the mean with respect to one 
virtue requires hitting the mean with respect to them all. This does not bode well for 
Dr. House. To be ̂ drtuous, one must not only hit the mean in one's actions but in one's 
motivations. So, to be intellectually virtuous, one must care enough about finding the 
truth, but not care too much. If (UV) is true, then to hit the mean with respect to a 
moral virtue like justice, one must also hit the mean with respect to an intellectual virme 
like care in gathering evidence. But, if one cares too much about seeking evidence and 
thus fails to hit the mean with respect to care in gathering evidence, one wiU also fail to 
hit the mean with respect to justice—one will not care appropriately about others' 
rights. This is precisely what we see in Dr. House. In section I, we argued that House 
does not consistently do what the morally virtuous person would do; nor are his 
motives morally vixtuous. The best explanation of these moral transgressions is House's 
failure to hit the mean with respect to the intellecmal virtues, because he cares too 
much about finding the truth. 

Let's briefly illustrate this point. (1) House does not care enough about other 
people's rights because he cares too much about finding the truth. In "DNR", House's 
patient is a horn-player, who has been diagnosed with ALS by another doctor. House 
chooses to violate his do-not-resuscitate order because he wants to figure out whether 
he was misdiagnosed. In "Human Error," House treats a patient who was rescued 
from the ocean wtiile emigrating from Cuba. She dies, but he keeps her on bypass for 
hours, without telJiing her husband that she has died, because he wants to solve the 
case. Cuddy asks House: "Other than your curiosity, do you have any reason to keep 
her on bypass? Do you want a storybook ending...? I know you care." House 
repKes: "I don't care. My motives are pure." That is, he only cares about the truth, not 
about the husband's right to know that his wife has died. In each case. House chooses 
to act in accordance with his desire for truth. He does not choose what the practically 
wise person would choose: she would tell the husband that his wife had died, and 
would try to convince the horn-player that treatment was in his best interests. House's 
excessive desire for truth explains why he cares too litde about other people's rights 
and why he acts the way he does. 

(2) House does not care enough about the welfare of other people because he 
cares too much about finding the truth. In "Whac-A-Mole" (Season 3), Tritter (a 
police officer who has arrested House) pressures Wilson to tell the truth about House's 
Vicodin prescriptions by freezing Wilson's bank accounts and revoking his license to 
prescribe medications. House agrees to send Cameron to help Wilson write prescrip-
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tions for his cancer patients, but later refuses on the grounds that he needs Cameron to 
help solve his case. House is also inappropriately cruel to patients and their families in 
order to extract information from them. Here, again. House chooses to act in accor
dance with his desire for truth. His choices are not those that the practically wise 
person would make. House's choices demonstrate that he does not care enough about 
the welfare of other people, be they friends, colleagues, or patients. His excessive 
desire for truth explains why he cares too litde about the welfare of other people and 
why he performs cruel acts. 

(3) House cares too little about risks because he cares too much about finding 
truth. He is too quick to take chances and to "experiment" with patient care. For 
instance, in "Maternity", House decides to treat two sick babies with different medica
tions in order to determine the source of their infection and prevent it from spread
ing. He knows that one of the babies will not survive the treatment, but he does not 
know which one. If House had informed each set of parents about his approach and 
gained their consent, then his treatments may well have been courageous. But, since he 
did not inform the parents, his treatments were rash; not courageous or admirable. 

In sum. House falls short of fuU-blown intellectual virtue. His motivation for 
truth is excessive and his conception of the good life is askew. Valuing the truth too 
much affects the rest of what House values. Granted, House is close to being intellec
tually virtuous; he may have less work to do than most of us. He must learn how to 
control his obsession for truth, whereas typically one must learn how to care more. 
The virtues, moral and intellectual, are ideals that are difficult to attain. This is as it 
should be; virtues are not had cheaply. We may never be fully virtuous, but there is 
nothing irrational about trying to get closer to the ideal. We routinely set idealistic 
career and athletic goals for ourselves precisely because we think they help us get 
closer to the ideal. Character is no different. 

Antithesis: Dr. House is InteUectuaUy Virtuous 

Arguments to the contrary notwithstanding, a case can still be made that, al
though House lacks moral virtue, he possesses intellecmal virme. If this is true, then 
(UV) is false: one can simultaneously be morally deficient and intellectually virmous. 
On this view. House has what is required for intellectual virme: he cares about truth for 
its own sake, and he reliably arrives at true beliefs because he is consistentiy open-
minded, intellectually courageous, and extremely careful in gathering evidence. 

While there may be some question as to whether House cares too much about 
the truth, there is no question that he cares about it for its own sake. Unlike many of 
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the other specialists on the show, House is indifferent to money or status. But House 
doesn't just care about truth; he attains it, which is to say that he rehably solves seem
ingly impossible cases that have smmped every one else. He does this by habitually 
behaving in ways that are open-minded, intellecmally courageous, and extremely thor
ough. Many would argue that reliably attaining true beliefs because one cares about 
truth for its own sake is sufficient for intellecmal virme. 

One might object that House is merely skilled, not intellectually virmous, but this 
objection fails because House is consistentiy motivated by his concern for the truth. He 
almost always succeeds in acquiring it, and does this whenever the oppormnity pre
sents itself (and not just when he feels like it). For example, in the episode "All In," 
House and Cuddy are playing poker at a fundraiser for the hospital when Cuddy 
learns that she has a patient presenting with what appears to be a t5^ical non-threaten
ing stomach ailment. When House overhears a few details of the case, he immediately 
leaves the poker game to try to diagnose the patient—even though he has not been 
assigned the case. He succeeds. In "Failure to Communicate," House is in a hotel 
room in Baltimore with Stacy, his former girlfriend whom he has been trying to win 
back, when he gets a call from his team about a case they cannot solve. House leaves 
the hotel room (and, more importandy, the woman he loves) in order to try to figure 
out what is wrong; with the patient. Again, he succeeds. These episodes reveal that 
House's commitment to truth, and to doing whatever is necessary to acquire it, is part 
of his character. Pie is more than just capable of acquiring true beliefs and saving his 
patients; he can be reUed upon to do so. 

In order to pursue the truth, House exercises specific intellecmal virmes. He is 
consistentiy open-minded and thus is wiUing to consider multiple hypotheses and ex
planations, including ones that may seem far-fetched. He thinks outside of the box far 
more than the others doctors on the show. For example, in the episode "Clueless," a 
young man exhibiting an unusual cluster of symptoms is referred to House. After the 
team rules out the most Kkely causes, House hypothesizes that the man is suffering 
from heavy metal toxicity. Since tests have ruled out exposure to any metals that could 
get into the air or water. House concludes that the man's wife must be poisoning him. 
The team is incredulous and resistant. House defends his ostensibly implausible expla
nation to Cameron: "It's the only explanation. We've eliminated every other possibil
ity. It's not lupus. It's not allergies. It's not ALS, arthritis, or sarcoidosis. She's all that's 
left." Cameron claims that "it's the only explanation your twisted mind can come up 
with." The explanation may be twisted but it also mrns out to be correct. 

Although House frequendy considers unconventional explanations, he does 
not listen to everyone or consider every alternative. He repeatedly discounts what 
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patients voluntarily report, reasoning that what they say cannot be trusted since "every
body lies." Many would consider this evidence against the claim that House is open-
minded but recall that the open-minded person does not listen to everyone. House's 
suspicions about his patients' veracity almost always mrn out to be right. Consider all 
the patients on the show who lie about something relevant to their conditions, such as 
the father who has had sex with his daughter in "Skin Deep," the overworked supermom 
who lies about taking Ritalin and birth control pills in "Need to Know," and the young 
woman who lies about being allergic to a dog her girlfriend gave her in "Sleeping 
Dogs Lie." By being skeptical some of the time. House diagnoses and treats his 
patients more quickly and more effectively. 

House is also intellectually courageous. He repeatedly stands up for his beliefs in 
the face of criticism and pressure from other doctors, when he considers them justi
fied. This is nicely illustrated in "Safe." No one can figure out why Melinda, an 
immuno-suppressed heart transplant patient, has gone into anaphylactic shock. After 
several treatments fail and Melinda's condition worsens. House concludes that she 
must be allergic to ticks and that there must be a tick somewhere on her body. No 
one wants to listen to House since they've already checked Melinda for insect bites. 
Cuddy orders House off of the case, but House is certain about his conclusion and 
won't back down. Ultimately, House finds the tick that's responsible for Melinda's 
problems inside her vagina (a place no one else looked). 

While House often appears to delight in besting others in coming up with expla
nations for various conditions, he almost always gives up his views when there is good 
evidence against them. He runs his team meetings by brainstorming about possible 
diagnoses and relevant explanations and then working to eliminate as many hypoth
eses as possible. In the episode "Distractions," House hypothesizes that a teenage boy 
who has been badly burned is suffering from depression. He continues to defend this 
hypothesis in the face of criticism until he finds a burn mark on the boy's wrist that 
suggests a different explanation. He then immediately drops the depression hypoth
esis. Although House appears egomaniacal, he cares more about truth and getting 
accurate diagnoses than he does about being right. A central feature of his job as a 
diagnostician is to consider and reject all sorts of possibilities. His willingness to 
abandon hypotheses shown to be weak (even his own) is part of what makes him as 
good as he is. 

In addition to open-mindedness and intellectual courage. House also possesses 
care in gathering evidence. Rarely if ever does he stop searching for evidence prema
turely, and often when others have given up on solving some difficult case. House 
devises creative and unconventional methods to gather information and buy more 
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time. In these cases, House often utilizes open-mindedness to help him gather evi
dence. For example, in "Distractions," the patient's burns are so bad that the normal 
tests that would be performed to attain information cannot be done. House has the 
team use a galvometer, a Belgian device from the mrn of the cenmry that detects 
electrical currents. Later, when it's unclear whether the patient's infection is in his fore-
brain or his burned skin. House instructs his team to put thousands of maggots on the 
patient's chest to eat the dead flesh and clean the wound. This gruesome technique 
keeps the team from having to wait for the burns to heal to find the source of the 
infection. 

House regularly has the members of his team break in to patients' homes to 
search for clues to their conditions. This method proves to be so effective that Fore
man utilizes it in "Failure to Communicate" and "Deception," which is significant 
since Foreman is arguably the harshest critic of House's tendency to break the rules. 
On both of these occasions, the information that's obtained mrns out to be impor
tant. While some might consider House's methods overzealous, they frequendy lead 
to truth by providing information critical for solving cases. 

House consistentiy thinks, feels, and behaves in ways that are open-minded, intel
lecmally courageous, and careful with regard to collecting evidence. Though it can be 
argued that House cares too much about the truth, he nevertheless performs intellec
tually virmous actions and acquires true beliefs very often. Getting the truth through 
deliberate and habimal methods goes a long way toward getting someone inteUeclTial 
virme. 

If, as I have argued. House possesses some of the intellecmal virmes, then (UV) 
must be false. House provides an existence proof of someone who is intellecmally 
virmous in spite of lacking moral virme. What reasons do we have for beHeving this 
explanation? 

Perhaps in some cases the lack of moral virme creates problems for intellec
mal pursuits, but House's lack of moral virme does not interfere with his ability to 
acquire true beliefs. His lack of benevolence, honesty, and temperance does not pre
vent him from being open-minded, intellecmally courageous, or careful in gathering 
evidence. House's intellecmal virmes do not make House a morally good person and 
do not cause him to treat people respectfully, but the goal of intellecmal virme is not 
the appropriate treatment of others. It is truth. The intellecmally virmous person must 
care about truth for its own sake. House does. The fact that he does not care much 
about other people's feelings or privacy does not make him care any less about truth, 
nor does it make tiim any less effective at acquiring truth. In fact, it may make him 
better at acquiring true beliefs. 
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Moreover, it can be argued that (UV) creates an impossible standard for 
virtue. If one would need to possess all the virmes in order to possess any of them, 
one would be required to possess almost perfect knowledge, have an ideal upbringing 
(since one would have to be conditioned appropriately), and an ideal temperament 
(since one would need to have the appropriate emotions, desires, pleasures, and pains). 
One would also need multiple types of experience since practical wisdom requires 
one to be familiar with the world so as to perceive what's relevant in particular cases 
and be able to apply general principles. No one could live up to this standard. One 
might argue that unrealistic standards can serve as regulative ideals that encourage us 
to always strive to improve. The problem with this sort of argument is that it renders 
the notion of virtue meaningless. If no one is capable of achieving virtue, then why 
make it a central concept? After all, we would only ever achieve degrees of lacking 
virme. House would not qualify as possessing intellectual virme but neither would 
anyone else 

To sum up Section II, by arguing about whether Dr. House has the intellecmal 
virmes, smdents can learn more about contemporary accounts of the intellecmal vir
mes and about (UV). Formulating competing arguments about House can also help 
smdents cultivate intellectual skills and virmes. 

Section III: Cultivating Virtues and SkiUs 

Regardless of whether or not House possesses intellecmal virme, he is still a 
world class jerk. The contrast between his failure at interpersonal interactions and his 
success at diagnostic medicine is a running theme on the show.. For example, Foreman 
describes him as a "manipulative bastard," but also as "the best doctor he's ever 
worked with." In short, the fact that House isn't a morally good person does not keep 
him from being an outstanding diagnostician. What's more, if House possessed moral 
virme, he would likelyO be a worse doctor. This possibility is explored in "Meaning," 
and "Cane and Able." After performing several risky tests on a patient who has been 
unable to walk or communicate for six years, House diagnoses him as having Addison's 
disease, which can be cured by a simple shot of Cortisol. Cameron, Cuddy, and Wil
son are frustrated with House, whom they accuse of just trying to solve the puzzle and 
of having no real concern for the patient (or objective reasons for the diagnosis). They 
are right about House, but he's right about the patient, whom Cuddy cures by admin
istering the Cortisol shot just as he is being discharged. Convinced that House "needs 
at least some gUmmer of humility," Cuddy and Wilson agree not to tell him that he 
was right. As a result. House is humbled, but this makes him worse at his job, not 
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better. Cameron accusingly observes that House is now "dismissing symptoms and 
looking for easy solutions." Uncharacteristically, he gives up hope of figuring out 
what's wrong with his next patient, instructing his team to discharge the young boy, 
and to tell his parents that they've done all they can. Thus humility mrns out not to be 
a good thing for House-at least not in regards to his success as a diagnostician. 

This raises the question of whether it is always good to cultivate moral virme. 
Will it always make us better? If House were humble, benevolent, honest, and just, it 
would not make House a better diagnostician, since it would make it impossible for 
him to practice medicine the way he does. He would be more worried about the risks 
he regularly takes, and less willing to subject his patients to emotional and physical 
suffering in order to get crucial information. House's dishonesty and disregard for the 
autonomy of his patients are also essential to his regular method of diagnosis. Break
ing into patients' homes is an invasion of privacy, but it often produces information 
that is essential to solving a case. There are few (if any) episodes where House does 
not employ at least some deceptive and insensitive methods in order to solve a case. 
House's moral vices are part and parcel of what makes him such an exceptional 
doctor. 

What should we conclude from this, and how does it relate to the issue of virme? 
We argue that the kind of excellence that House exhibits as a diagnostician is only 
possible because Ids Ufe is out of balance. He is able to be what Cuddy describes as 
the best doctor she has, he fixes things when everyone else has failed because he is 
obsessed with finding the truth and with solving his cases. This obsession is all he has. 
House fascinates us in part because he is so good at his job and so bad at just about 
everything else and because these two facts seem related. Would we want House to 
cultivate the moral virmes? Not if we were suffering from some mysterious ailment. 
In that case, we would happily endure his rudeness, dishonesty, and injustice. 

By depicting House's success as coming at the expense of a balanced life, "House, 
M.D." offers a healthy and mamre representation of the costs and benefits of being 
the very best at something. Unlike so many of the representations in popular culmre 
today, "House M.D." shows that we cannot have it all. This serves as a corrective to 
other T V programs which perpemate the damaging myth that we can be the very best 
in our chosen fields while being excellent spouses, devoted parents, and loyal friends, 
and while finding the time to exercise, read important books, and do volunteer work 
in the process. Exposing smdents to this sort of example helps to convey just how 
complex character issues are, as they come to their own conclusions about Dr. House 
with lots of detailed information to weigh and consider. 

Thus far, our discussion has focused on explaining how "House, M.D." is 
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pedagogically useful for teaching about virtue. We conclude by making a point that 
applies to popular culmre in general. We contend that, in addition to providing vivid 
and engaging illustrations of philosophical theories and concepts, popular culture can 
serve as an excellent resource for cultivating smdents' skills of interpretation, catego
rization, and evaluation. 

Although traditional philosophy texts sometimes incorporate thought experi
ments, these are typically lacking in detail and require minimal interpretation. Philoso
phy usually aims to present arguments and concepts as clearly and systematically as 
possible, which too often gives snadents littie oppormnity to practice using the con
cepts in question. 

Television shows such as House present students with complex and detailed sce
narios, on which they can try out new categories and concepts, developing their skills 
of application as they attempt to interpret and evaluate various characters' actions. 
The complexity of the narratives and the number of variables involved in each sce
nario, combined with the emotional attachments that most students develop to cer
tain characters, make it difficult to decide on a single interpretation and to determine 
whether or not we approve of a character's behavior. Yet this is precisely the sort of 
situation we are faced with in real life. As was explained above, life is messy and it is 
no small task to sort through all the details to figure out just how to categorize and 
evaluate others' behavior. By having smdents reflect upon various episodes and pat
terns of behavior and then apply newly-learned categories to understand them, we 
help train them not just to comprehend philosophy but to do it.-^ 

Heather Battaly and Amy Coplan 
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